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Professor John Nash [l ] has defined a connectivity map from a space

A into a space B as a mapping T such that the induced map g of A

into A XB defined by g(p) = [p X T(p) ] transforms connected subsets

of A onto connected subsets of A XB. He has inquired whether or not

every connectivity map of a closed w-cell into itself has a fixed point.

It is the purpose of this paper to answer his question in the affirma-

tive and to develop some other properties of connectivity maps.

We shall make use of the properties of a closed w-cell given by the

following:

Proposition A. If p and q are two points of a closed n-cell I separated

by a subset N of I, then some connected subset Ni of N separates p from

q in I.

Proposition B. If K is any subcontinuum of a closed n-cell I then the

boundary of every complementary domain of K is connected.

It follows by a theorem of Borsuk [2, p. 188, Corollary 32] that

the closed w-cell / is unicoherent; that is, if I is expressed as the union

of two of its closed and connected subsets H and K, then HC\K is

connected. Furthermore, it is well known [4, p. 51, Theorem 4.12]

that in a connected and locally connected space, and hence in /,

unicoherence is equivalent to each of the properties given by Proposi-

tions A and B.

We prove the following:

Theorem 1. If T is a connectivity map of a Hausdorff space A onto

a Hausdorff space B, pis a point of A, V and U are open sets containing

p and T(p) respectively, then every nondegenerate connected subset of A

containing p contains a point q of V distinct from p such that T(q) E U.

Proof. Suppose £ is a nondegenerate connected subset of A con-

taining p but no point q of V distinct from p such that T(q) E U.

Then   g(E)   is   the   union   of   two   mutually  separated   sets   g(p)
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= [p X T(p) ] and g [E - {p} ] since 27X V contains [p X T(p) ] but no

point of g[E-{p}].

Theorem 2. If T is a connectivity map of a Hausdorff space A into

a Hausdorff space B and C is a closed subset of B then each component

of T~l(C) is closed.

Proof. Suppose some component E of T~1(C) is not closed. Then

E has a limit point p which does not belong to it and hence T(p) does

not belong to C. Then since C is closed there is an open subset 27 of

B containing T(p) but no point of C. Hence T~1(U)r\E = 0. This

contradicts the fact that, by Theorem 1, the connected set E\j{p}

must contain a point q distinct from p such that 77(c) £ 27. Hence E

is closed.

Corollary. If T is a connectivity map of a Hausdorff space A into

a Hausdorff space B, p is a point of A, U is an open subset of B con-

taining T(p), C is the subset of A consisting of all points q of A such that

T(q) E 27, then each component E of C is closed.

Definition. If T is a mapping of a subset A of a space 5 onto a

subset B of S, T will be said to be peripherally continuous if and only

if for each point p of A and each pair of open sets 27 and V containing

T(J>) and p respectively there is an open set D £ V containing p

such that T transforms the boundary F of D into 27.

Theorem 3. If T is a connectivity map of a closed n-cell I, rej&2,

onto a subset B of I, then T is peripherally continuous on I. Further-

more if p is any point of I and 27 and V are open subsets of I containing

T(J>) and p respectively there is a connected open set D of I with con-

nected boundary F such that pED, D^JFE V, and T(F) £ 27.

Proof. We may take 7 to be a closed spherical re-cell with radius r.

Let p be any point of 7. Let 27 and V be open subsets of 7 containing

T(p) and p respectively and let 27i and Vi be open subsets of 27 and

V respectively containing T(p) and p respectively such that Vi £ V

and 27i £ 27. Without loss of generality we may take V, Vi, 27, and

27i to be closed topological re-cells each the intersection of 7 and a

closed spherical re-cell in re-space with p as center, and hence each

having, with respect to 7, a connected boundary. Let x be a point of

the boundary of V with respect to 7.

Let N be the subset of Fi consisting of all points q such that

T(q) E Ui and let {Ga} be the collection of all components of N. Since

Vi is closed and since by the corollary to Theorem 2 each component

of T~l(Ui) is closed it follows that each element g of {C7a} is closed.
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For each element g of the collection {Ga } let g' be the union of g and

all its complementary domains in V which are subsets of Vi, {Ga }

the collection of all these sets and L the union of the sets of {Ga' }.

Since Vi is closed, it follows that each g' is closed. Note (1) that no

g' separates V since by definition of g', its only complementary do-

main with respect to V is the connected subset of V — g' which con-

tains the connected set V— Vi.

Then p is an interior point of some element g' of {G„ }. For suppose

p is on the boundary with respect to I of each element g' which con-

tains it. Since the boundary with respect to I of g' is an element g of

{Ga} and a component of Fi071_1(C/"i), then (2) p can be contained

in only one such element and (3) p must be a limit point of V — L.

The set L separates some two points c and d of V for if not, (V — L)

KJ {p\ is a connected subset of V containing the point x of V —V and

p but no point a of Vi distinct from p such that T(q) E Ui, and this

contradicts Theorem 1. Hence, by Proposition A, some connected

subset M of L separates c from d in the closed w-cell V. Then If is a

subset of some element g' of {Ga' } which separates c from d in V,

and this contradicts (1) above. Hence the assumption that p is not an

interior point of some element gp of {Ga' } is false. Let g be the ele-

ment of {Ga\ which is the boundary of the element gp of {Ga }

which contains p as an interior point and let D be the maximum con-

nected domain of Vi—g which contains p. Since g is a compact con-

tinuum it follows from Proposition B that the boundary F of D is a

connected subset of g. Furthermore by definition of g and D, F^JD

C Vi C V. Hence D is the connected open set required by the state-

ment of the theorem and furthermore T is then, by definition, pe-

ripherally continuous.

It is not known whether or not a peripherally continuous trans-

formation of a closed w-cell, w=g2, into itself is necessarily a con-

nectivity map. The following is an example of a peripherally con-

tinuous transformation of the closed 1-cell, OgxSsl, into itself which

is not a connectivity map and which furthermore leaves no point

fixed.
Example 1. On O^x^Sl for x rational let F(x)=7r/4 and for x

irrational let F(x)=3/4.

Theorem 4. Let T be a peripherally continuous transformation of a

closed n-cell I, n ^ 2 into itself. Let it be assumed that I is the closed n-

cube consisting of the points (xi, x2, • • • , xn) given by the inequalities

0^x,±Sl. Let the faces x< = 0 and x< = l be designated by Ai and Bi

respectively. If x is the point (xi, x2, ■ ■ • , xn) let T(x) =x' be the point

(x{ ,x2, • • • , x/i). For each i, l^i^n, let Mit Lit and A7,- designate the
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subsets of I for which x/ ^x,-, xi =x,-, and xi ^x,- respectively. Then the

components of Mi, Li, and Nt are closed and if q(qi, q2, • • • , qn) is a

point in the common boundary between a component E of Mi or A,- awo'

a connected subset of I — E, then qELt.

Proof. Let q(qi, q2, • ■ ■ , qn) be a limit point of a component E of

Mi and suppose that q does not belong to Mt. Then by definition of

Mi, qi =qt+d for some d>0. Then since T is peripherally continuous

there is a connected open set D of diameter <d/3 containing q such

that (1) E-(Dr\E) 9*0, and (2) if x is a point of F, the boundary of

75, then p[T(x), T(q)] <d/3. Then the connected set E, since it con-

tains points outside D and within D, must contain a point x of F.

That is, p[T(x), T(q)] <d/3, p(x, q) <d/3. Hence | xi — qi \ <d/3 and

\xi — qt\ <d/3. With qi =qi+d, these inequalities give x/ >x,+<2/3

and this contradicts the fact that x is in Mf. Hence the assumption

that q does not belong to 217, is false. Hence E is closed.

It can be shown in the same way that each component of Li or of

A, is closed.

Let q(qi, q2, ■ ■ ■ , q„) be a point in the common boundary between

a component E of Mi and some connected subset R of I — E, and sup-

pose q does not belong to Z.,-. Since qEMt, qi = qi +d for some a">0.

Let S be a positive real number <d/3 such that a spherical region

with center q and diameter < 5 does not contain all of E. Then since

T is peripherally continuous, it follows by an argument used in the

proof of the second part of Theorem 3 that there is a connected do-

main D with respect to 7 of diameter < 5 containing q with connected

boundary F such that (1) D contains a point z of R, (2) R — (DC\R)

9*0, (3) if x(xi, x2, ■ • • , x„) is in F then p[T(x), T(q)]<d/3. Then

\xi — qi\ <d/3, |x, — g,| <d/3, and since qi = qi+d, it follows that

Xi>xi. Hence x£217,- and therefore FEE. But the connected set R

contains a point of F and hence a point of E. This contradicts P £7 — P.

Hence the assumption that q does not belong to Li is false. Similarly

it can be shown that each point common to the boundaries of a com-

ponent E of Ni and a connected subset of 7—£ is in Lt.

Theorem 5. If T is a peripherally continuous transformation of a

closed n-cell, re 5:2, into itself, then T leaves a point of I fixed.

Proof. Let P,- be the component of A7",- which contains Af. Then

by Theorem 4, P.- is closed. Let {G*a} be the collection of all com-

ponents of I — Ei which contain points of Bt. Let Hi be [U„ Gl]UP,-.

Then 77, is connected since Bi is connected and since each G*a is con-

nected and contains a point of Bi. Let Ki be the subset of P, consisting

of points in the common boundary between 77,- and P,-. Then by
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Theorem 4, Ki is a closed subset of L, and hence Fi = KAJ(BiC\Li) is

a closed subset of Lf. Note: (1) that no component C of I—Fi con-

tains points of both Ai and F». For suppose C contains a point a of

Ai and a point b of P,-. Then aEF-i and bEHi. Hence C contains a

point of Ki, the common boundary between ii", and £,. This contra-

dicts KiEFi and CQI-Pi-
Then let IF be a transformation of / into itself defined as follows:

For each point x(xi, x2, • • • , x„) of I let W(x) be designated by

x"(x{', x2", • • • , x/'). (Compare [3, p. 40].) Let a\(x) =p(x, F).

Then (a) if x belongs to a component of I—Fi which contains a point

of Pi and hence by (1) above no point of A,-, letx/' =x» —1/2 [dt(x) x,].

Then since x.-^O, xP 9^Xi, (b) if xEFt let xi' =x<, and (c) if x belongs

to a component of I — Fi which contains no point of P,, let xi'

= x, + l/2[a\(x) • (1— Xi)]. Since 1—x^O, we have in this case as in

(a) that xl' p^Xi.

Then since dt/2<l we have (2) O^x,-' gl, and (3) x< = Xi' if and

only if xEFiELi, that is only if x, = x/. The transformation IF is,

by its definition a continuous mapping of I into itself and hence, by

the Brouwer fixed point theorem for w-cells, leaves some point z of J

fixed. That is for each i = l, 2, • • • , n, z" =Z{. The point z then is

in (1",! Li and hence by definition of P,-, z/ =z,-, i = l, 2, • ■ • , n. That

is, T(z) =z, and T, as required, leaves a point of I fixed.

Theorem 6. If T is a connectivity map of a closed n-cell I into itself,

T leaves a point of I fixed.

Proof. If w = 1 and T is a connectivity map of I, Ogx^l, into it-

self, g(I), the graph of the mapping is connected by definition of a

connectivity map. Furthermore g(I) contains the points 0 X F(0) and

1XP(1) in the subsets 0X1 and 1X1 respectively. Hence the con-

nected set g(I) contains a point of the connected set xXx in IXI.

That is F(x) =x for some x£F

If «2i2 the Theorem follows directly from Theorems 3 and 5.

The following is an example of a connectivity map (and hence a

peripherally continuous transformation) of a closed w-cell, for any

n^2, into itself which is not continuous.

Example 2. Let I be the closed spherical n-cell of radius 1 and

center at the origin. Let (r, 0) designate a point of I with the under-

standing that if 0 <r < 1, (r,6) lies on a straight line segment joining

the origin, (0, 0), to (1, 0). Let C be a topological ray with endpoint

at (0, 0), which has each point of F, the boundary of I, as a limit point

but whose intersection with an (n — l)-sphere with radius r, 0^r<l

consists of one and only one point.
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Let T be a transformation of 7 into itself defined as follows: For

each point x, (r, 0) of 7, 0 <r ^ 1 let F(x) be the point of C whose dis-

tance from the origin is 1—r. If (0, 0) designates the origin O, let

F(0, 0) be a particular point 0' = (7, 0) of F. Then T and g, the in-

duced graph mapping, are continuous except at the origin. Hence

any connected subset N of 7 — 0 is transformed by g onto a connected

subset of 7X7. Suppose A is a connected subset of 7 which contains

the origin and that g(N) is the union of two mutually separated sets

A' and B'. Let A and B designate g-^A^C^N and g-\B')r\N re-

spectively. One of the sets A and B, say B, contains a limit point of

the other and this point must be 0. Since A' and B' are separated

there are open sets V and 27 containing 0 and 0' respectively such

that FX 27 contains (OXO'), a point of B', but no point of A', and

such that T~x( U) £ V. Then the open set 27 contains a point (1 —n, </>)

of C— [GY^r(^4)] such that ^4 contains points both within and ex-

terior to the (re —l)-sphere S of radius r\. Then 5=P_1(1— ri, <b).

Since (1—fi, 0) is not in T(A), S contains no point of A. However

the subsets Ai and A2 of A within and exterior to 5 are each non-

vacuous. Then N is the union of the two separated sets BKJAi and

^42, and this contradicts the assumption that N is connected. Hence

g(N) is connected.

Note that the point (1/2, <p) of C is transformed into itself by T.

Suppose 7 is a closed re-cell and T a transformation defined on 7

having the property that the graph mapping g(x) = [xXF(x)] trans-

forms each connected and locally connected subset of 7 onto a con-

nected subset of 7X7. This is weaker than requiring that T be a

connectivity transformation. Then the example described below

shows that T need not leave a point of 7 invariant.

Example 3. Let 7 be taken as the closed spherical re-cell with unit

radius and center at the origin. Let the points of the boundary F of

7 be designated by (1, 0) and the points of 7 in general by (r, 0) with

the understanding that (r, 0) lies on the straight line segment joining

(0, 0) to (1, 0) such that p[(r, 6), (0, 0)]=r. Let {l, 0,-}, 2^i<°°

be an everywhere dense countable subset of P. Let C be a ray which

is a subset of the open spherical region r < 1 with endpoint at (1/2, 02)

which contains (1 — 1/i, di), i^2, and whose intersection with an

(re —l)-sphere with center at (0, 0) and radius r, 1/2 ^r<l consists

of one and only one point. For each point (r, 0), 0^r<l let T(r, 0)

be a point ((r+l)/2, <p), which is the intersection of C and the

(re —1)-sphere whose center is O and whose radius is (r + l)/2. For

each point (1, 0) on the boundary of 7 let T(l, 0) be the point anti-

podal to (1, 0).
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Then it follows from the definition of T that it leaves no point of /

fixed. However, we show below that the graph mapping g transforms

locally connected and connected subsets of I onto connected subsets

of IXI.
For suppose A7 is a connected and locally connected subset of I

such that g(N) is not connected. Let F be the boundary of I. Then A7

contains points of both F and I — F since T and hence g is continuous

on I— F and on F. Since g(N) is not connected it is the union of two

mutually separated sets A' and B'. Let A and P designate NC\g-y(A')

and NH\g~x(B') respectively. Since these sets are disjoint, one of

them, say A, contains a limit point p of the other, B. Then p must

be a point of A(~\F which is a limit point of B — (F(~\B), since T

and g are each continuous on F and on I—F. Let e>0 and R a con-

nected open set of diameter <e containing p. Since A7 is locally con-

nected there is an open connected subset VER of A7 containing p

and a point q of B(~\(I—F). Let E be the component of BC\ V which

contains q. Since A(~\(I—F) and B(~\(I — F) are mutually separated

it follows that E has a point or limit point in F(~\ V, and hence that

every (n— l)-sphere of sufficiently large radius intersects E. There is

a point (1, 6j) of the sequence {1, 0i} such that the distance from the

point (1 —1/j, Oj) of C to T(p) in A' is <e, and such that the (n — 1)-

sphere S with center at 0 and radius 1 —2/j intersects £ in a point

qj such that p(qj, p) <e. Then T(qj) = (1 — 1/j, 9j). Since e is arbitrary,

we have shown that each open set in IXI containing the point

[pXT(p)] contains a point of B' and hence that [pXT(p)]EA' is a

limit point of B'. Hence A' and B' are not mutually separated as as-

sumed and g(N) is connected.

It is easy, on the other hand, to find connected subsets of I which

are not transformed into connected subsets of IXI by g. The example

described above is also an example of a mapping, which is not a con-

nectivity or a peripherally continuous map, but is a transformation

which carries connected subsets of I onto connected subsets of I.
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